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Lucas automotive components are globally available. Installers trust our parts and choose them to be 
safe in the knowledge that they can do a great job with bolt for bolt replacement fit, without the worry of 
rework or customer disappointment. Our premium products inspire confidence in the people who 
use them every day. Our famous green box is evidence that the part inside will be fit for purpose and 
give years of satisfaction, for installer and driver alike.

Our range goes further, with products for most automotive applications. When you buy a Lucas 
component, you can relax, knowing that our combination of fine engineering and premium materials 
will ensure the very best results.

Lucas Batteries provide the power for the world’s vehicles to start and keep on going in the toughest 
conditions. We provide a full range of starter batteries for passenger cars, light and heavy commercial 
vehicles,motorbikes and marine as well as batteries for industrial applications, both stationary and 
traction/semi-traction. All are born out of technical expertise and a spirit of innovation, which has 
enabled us to continue our international success. Our reputation is based on this exceptional 
range of products, with outstanding durability and reliability.

Manufactured to the highest specifications to meet the demands of today’s world, our battery ranges 
feature even greater cyclic stability and recharge faster than conventional lead/acid batteries. Our 
business approach is based on the development of partnerships for leadership in the battery 
market. To this end, we offer a full guarantee, a quality service and the help and advice of a unique 
after-sales service.

Lucas: 147 years old and still growing. That’s our story. You can be part of it.

Lucas Catalogues

See all LUCAS Catalogues at:
links.vtpower.es/SE0Tm5

https://links.vtpower.es/SE0Tm5
https://vtpower.es/recursos/lucas/
https://vtpower.es/recursos/lucas/


Lucas Automotive Aftermarket Batteries - Non European Region
Distributed exclusively by:
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